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SYSTEMS AND METHODS OF SELECTING AND DISPENSING PRODUCTS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to systems and methods of dispensing products, and more particularly relates to systems and methods of dispensing products based at least in part upon a selection of a user.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The marketplace is fragmented by a wide variety of pre-packaged beverage products. Each beverage product may have a distinct taste or flavor. Despite the differences in taste, however, many of the beverage products include common ingredients. For example, a large number of beverage products may include the diluent water.

[0003] Some beverage dispensing systems may capitalize on the commonality of ingredients. The ingredients may be separated from each other, and the system may create the beverage by combining the ingredients in response to consumer demand. For example, U.S. Patent No. 4,753,370 entitled "Tri-Mix Sugar Based Dispensing System" filed on March 11, 1987, discloses a beverage dispensing system that may create of a variety of beverage products by combining separate diluents and flavoring agents with one universal sweetener.

[0004] Such beverage dispensing systems are typically not employed to produce juice. Because of the volume of the juice concentrate, these systems normally require a relatively large footprint in order to provide a wide range of different juices. Juice dispensing systems that enable creating a number of different juices and yet have a comparatively small footprint are disclosed in U.S. Serial No. 11/276,549 entitled "Juice Dispensing System" filed on March 6, 2006; U.S. Serial No. 11/777,309 entitled "Dispenser for Beverages Including Juices" filed on July 13, 2007; U.S. Serial No. 11/777,314 entitled "Clean in Place System for Beverage Dispensers" filed on July 13, 2007; and U.S. Serial No, 11/777,303 entitled "Flow Sensor" filed on July 13, 2007.

[0005] Although some known beverage dispensing systems may capitalize on the commonality of ingredients, many beverage dispensing systems do not capitalize on the innate ability to dispense user-configured products. Instead, beverage dispensing
systems typically dispense branded products that have been market tested and are readily available in pre-packaged containers in the marketplace. One reason why beverage dispensing systems typically do not dispense user-configured products is that the user may inadvertently formulate a product having an undesirable configuration, and therefore may be displeased with the system. A desirable beverage dispensing system may enable the user to configure the product while limiting the freedom of the user in selecting a product outside of certain tested ranges. Such a beverage dispensing system may ensure the dispensed product has a desirable flavor and consistency.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of a dispensing system for dispensing a number of products to a user are disclosed. The dispensing system may include an input/output device and a dispenser. The input/output device may be adapted to receive a selection of one of the products from the user. The dispenser may be adapted to dispense a plurality of diluent components. The diluent components and a ratio of the diluent components may correspond at least in part to the selection of the user.

[0007] The dispenser also may be adapted to dispense one or more flavoring components. The one or more flavoring components may correspond at least in part to one or more flavor selections of the user. The one or more flavoring components may comprise juice concentrates. The dispenser may be adapted to create a first juice concentrate from a universal juice base and a first concentrated flavoring agent, and the dispenser may be adapted to create a second juice concentrate from the universal juice base and a second concentrated flavoring agent. The diluent components may include water, milk, and yogurt. The products may include juice, a juice-flavored milk, a juice-flavored smoothie, and a juice-flavored yogurt.

[0008] Embodiments of a dispensing system are also disclosed. The dispensing system may include an input/output device and a dispenser. The input/output device may be adapted to receive a plurality of selections. The selections may include one or more diluent selections and one or more diluent intensity selections. The dispenser may be adapted to dispense one or more diluent components. The one or more diluent components may correspond at least in part to the one or more diluent selections. A ratio of the one or more diluent components may correspond at least in part to the one or more diluent intensity selections.
The input/output device may comprise a display that visually presents one or more diluent options and one or more pre-defined combinations of diluent options. The input/output device may be adapted to limit the one or more diluent selections to either one of the diluent options or one of the pre-defined combinations of diluent options.

The input/output device may comprise an input mechanism. The input mechanism may be adapted to be adjusted along a continuous range of positions. The input/output device may be adapted to receive each of the diluent selections when the input mechanism is adjusted to one location on the continuous range of positions. The continuous range of positions may include a first discrete position, a second discrete position, and an area. The first discrete position may indicate a first diluent option. The second discrete position may indicate a second diluent option. The area may be between the first and second discrete positions. The area may indicate a combination of the first and second diluent options. The first and second discrete positions may be separated by a total distance. The input/output device may be further adapted to receive the diluent intensity selections when the input mechanism is adjusted to the location on the continuous range of positions. The location may be a first distance from the first discrete position and a second distance from the second discrete position. A relative relationship between the first distance and the total distance may indicate the relative amount of the first diluent selection and a relative relationship between the second distance and the total distance may indicate a relative amount of the second diluent selection.

The input/output device may include a display that visually presents a continuum of options to the user. The continuum may visually illustrate a plurality of diluent options and a plurality of diluent intensity options. The input mechanism may be adapted to select each of the one or more diluent selections and each of the one or more diluent intensity selections from the continuum of options.

Embodiments of a method are also described below. The method may include presenting a plurality of options to the user. The options may include a plurality of diluent options and a plurality of diluent intensity options. The method may also include receiving a plurality of selections from the user. The selections may include one or more diluent selections and one or more diluent intensity selections. The method may further include determining one or more diluent components. The diluent components may be determined based at least in part on the diluent selections. The method also may include determining relative amounts of the diluent components. The relative amounts may be
determined based at least in part on the diluent intensity selections. The method additionally may include dispensing a product that includes the relative amounts of the diluent components.

[0013] Presenting a plurality of options to the user may include presenting one or more pre-defined combinations of diluent options to the user. The method may further include limiting the one or more diluent selections to either one of the diluent options or one of a plurality of pre-defined combinations of diluent options. Receiving a plurality of selections from the user may include receiving an indication of a location of an input mechanism. The location may be associated with each of the one or more diluent selections and each of the one or more diluent intensity selections.

[0014] Presenting a plurality of options to the user may comprise presenting a continuum of options to the user. The continuum of options may be two-dimensional graph that visually illustrates the diluent options according to relative amount in the product. In such embodiments, the continuum of options may visually illustrate each diluent option using a diluent intensity line. The diluent intensity line may have an amplitude that represents the diluent intensity options. Also in such embodiments, an end point of the continuum may be the same as a beginning point of the continuum. Presenting a continuum of options to the user may include presenting the continuum of options on a display. The end point of the continuum may be positioned adjacent the beginning point of the continuum on the display such that the continuum of options appears endless. Receiving a plurality of selections from the user may include receiving an indication of a location on the continuum. The location on the continuum may simultaneously indicate each of the one or more diluent selections and each of the one or more diluent intensity selections.

[0015] The options may further include one or more flavor options, and the selections may further include one or more flavor selections. The product may further include one or more flavoring components. The flavoring components may be determined at least in part by the flavor selections. In such embodiments, the flavoring components may comprise juice concentrates and the diluent components may comprise water, milk, and yogurt.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0016] In the following figures, matching reference numerals designate corresponding parts. Components in the figures are not necessarily drawn to scale.

[0017] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a system for selecting and dispensing products.

[0018] FIG. 2 is a chart listing example products that may be formed by combining one or more flavoring components and one or more water or milk-based diluent components.

[0019] FIG. 3 is a schematic view of an embodiment of the system for dispensing products, illustrating the system incorporated into a housing.

[0020] FIG. 4 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a user interface that presents pre-defined combinations of options to the user.

[0021] FIG. 5 is a schematic view of another embodiment of a user interface.

[0022] FIG. 6 is a schematic view of another embodiment of a user interface.

[0023] FIG. 7 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a user interface that presents a continuum of options to the user.

[0024] FIG. 8 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a user interface that presents a looped continuum of options to the user.

[0025] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a method of selecting and dispensing products.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] Described below are embodiments of systems and methods of selecting and dispensing products. The systems and methods may be employed to dispense a product including a flavoring component and one or more diluent components, at least some of which components correspond to selections of a user. FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a system 100 for selecting and dispensing products. The system 100 generally includes an input/output device 102, a processing unit 104, and a dispenser 106. The input/output device 102 may be adapted to provide a number of options to the user 108 and to receive a number of selections from the user 108. The processing unit 104 may instruct or control the dispenser 106 based at least in part upon the selections of the user 108. The dispenser 106 may be adapted to dispense a product 110 corresponding to the selections of the user 108.
More specifically, the input/output device 102 may be adapted to present a number of flavor options 112 to the user 108 and to receive one or more flavor selections 114 from the user 108. Example flavor options 112 include apple, orange, grape, cranberry, pineapple, grapefruit, and guava, among others. From these flavor options 112, an example flavor selection 114 may be apple. In some cases, the user 108 may make multiple flavor selections 114. In such cases, the input/output device 102 may present flavor intensity options 116 to the user 108 and may receive flavor intensity selections 118 from the user 108. The user 108 may select the flavor intensity selections 118 from among the flavor intensity options 116. The flavor intensity selections 118 may indicate the relative contributions of the selected flavors to the flavor of the product 110. For example, the user 108 may make flavor selections 114 of both apple and cranberry, and the user 108 may make flavor intensity selections 118 of 40% apple and 60% cranberry. In other cases, the input/output device 102 may not present flavor intensity options 116 to the user 108. For example, the flavor intensity options 116 may not be presented if the user 108 is permitted to select at most one flavor at a time. As another example, the flavor intensity options 116 may not be presented if the system 100 is adapted to determine the relative contributions of the selected flavors to the product 110. In fact, the input/output device 102 may not be adapted to present flavor options 112 or to receive flavor selections 114, in which case the products 110 dispensed by the dispenser 106 may not correspond to a flavor preference of the user 108.

The input/output device 102 also may be adapted to present a number of diluent options 120 to the user 108 and to receive one or more diluent selections 122 from the user 108. For example, the user 108 may be presented with diluent options 120 that include water-based diluent options and milk-based diluent options. Examples of water-based diluent options 120 include still water, carbonated water, and ice, while examples of milk-based diluent options include dairy milk, soy milk, and yogurt. Other example diluent options 120 may indicate the product 110 without expressly indicating the diluent components or ingredients to be employed by the dispenser 120 in formulating the product 110. Examples of such diluent options 120 may include juice, juice milk, milk smoothie, and yogurt, as described in further detail below. From the diluent options 120, the user 108 may make one or more diluent selections 122. For example, the user 108 presented with the example diluent options 120 listed above may make the diluent
selection 122 of water. In some cases, the user 108 may make multiple diluent selections 122. In such cases, the input/output device 102 may present diluent intensity options 124 and may receive diluent intensity selections 126 from the user 108. The user 108 may select the diluent intensity selections 126 from among the diluent intensity options 124. The diluent intensity selection 126 may indicate the relative amount of the diluent selection 122 in comparison to other diluent selections 122, for example. The user 108 may make diluent selections 122 of water and milk, in which case the user 108 may make diluent intensity selections 126 of 40% water and 60% milk. It should be noted that the flavor and diluent options 112, 120 disclosed above are provided by way of example and that any other options may be employed.

[0029] In some cases, the input/output device 102 may be further adapted to present one or more other options 128 to the user 108 and to receive one or more other selections 130 from the user 108. Examples of other options 128 and other selections 130 may be indications of the size of the product 110 and additives to be incorporated into the product 110. For example, the user 108 may be presented with the other option 128 of adding extra vitamin C or calcium to the product 110, among others. Another example may be a dispense option, which may indicate that the user 108 has completed formulating the product 110.

[0030] The processing unit 104 may be adapted to instruct the dispenser 106 to dispense the product 110 based at least in part upon the selections of the user 108. The processing unit 104 may include an input/output device interface 132, a processor 134, a memory 136, and a dispenser interface 138. The input/output device interface 132 may be configured to communicate the selections of the user 108 to the processor 134 and/or memory 136. The memory 136 may store logic 140 that can be executed by the processor 134. The logic 140 may be configured to determine dispensing instructions 142 based at least in part on the selections of the user 108, as described below. The dispensing instructions 142 may indicate the type and amount of the constituent components of the product 110. The dispenser interface 138 may be configured to communicate the dispensing instructions 142 to the dispenser 106 or to control the dispenser 106 in accordance with the dispensing instructions 142, depending on the embodiment.

[0031] The dispenser 106 may be adapted to produce a product 110 that corresponds to the dispensing instructions 142. More specifically, the dispenser 106 may be adapted to
combine one or more flavoring components 144 and one or more diluent components 146 to produce the product 110. The types and amounts of flavoring components 144 and diluent component 146 may be indicated by the dispensing instructions 142. In some cases, the dispenser 106 may also be adapted to combine one or more additive components 148, in which case the dispensing instructions 142 may further indicate the type and amount of the additive component 148.

(0032) The flavoring components 144 employed by the dispenser 106 may correspond to the flavor options 112 presented to the user 108 by the input/output device 102. In embodiments, the flavoring components 144 may comprise juice concentrates. For example, the flavoring components 144 may include apple juice concentrate, orange juice concentrate, grape juice concentrate, cranberry juice concentrate, pineapple juice concentrate, grapefruit juice concentrate, and guava juice concentrate, among others. In some embodiments, the dispenser 106 may form the juice concentrate from one or more constituent ingredients, as described in further detail below. Other flavoring components 144 are possible, such as a chocolate flavoring component, among others.

The diluent components 146 may correspond to the diluent options 120 presented to the user 108 by the input/output device 102. For example, the diluent components 146 may include still water, carbonated water, ice, dairy milk, soy milk, and yogurt, among others. However, other diluent components 146 may be employed. In some embodiments, the dispenser 106 may form the diluent components from one or more constituent ingredients, as described in further detail below. Also in some cases, the diluent components 146 may not be apparent from the diluent options 120 presented by the input/output device 102. For example, the diluent option 120 of juice may correspond to the diluent component 146 of water, while the diluent option 120 of smoothie may correspond to the diluent components 146 of water, milk, and yogurt, as described in further detail below. In some cases, the dispenser 106 may be adapted to combine one or more additive components 148 with the flavoring components 144 and the diluent components 146. The additive components 148 may be vitamins or natural flavors, among others.

(0033) Once the flavoring components 144, diluent components 346, and in some cases, additive components 148 are combined, the dispenser 106 may dispense the product 110. The product 110 may be any type of product depending on the options presented on the input/output device 102 and the selections entered by the user 108.
FIG. 2 is a chart listing example products 110 that may be formed by combining one or more flavoring components 144 and one or more water or milk-based diluent components 146. Specifically, the product 110 may be one of a juice 202, a combination of juices 204, a juice blend 206, a sparkling juice 208, a juice-flavored milk 210, a juice-flavored yogurt 214, a juice-flavored ice smoothie 216, and a juice-flavored yogurt smoothie 218, among others. Further, the product 110 may be a variation of any of these products or a combination of any number of these products. In embodiments, the product 110 may be an incremental combination of two of these products, as described with reference to FIG. 7 below.

The juice 202 may be formed from juice concentrate 230 and water 220. The juice combination 204 may be formed from a number of juice concentrates 230 and water 220. The juice blend 206 may be formed from juice concentrate 230, water 220, and other natural flavors 238. The sparkling juice 208 may be formed from juice concentrate 230 and carbonated water 220. The juice-flavored milk 210 may be formed from juice concentrate 230, water 220, and milk 226. The other-flavored milk 226 may be formed from water 220, milk 226, and a flavoring component 144 other than juice concentrate 230, such as a chocolate flavoring component. The juice yogurt 228 may be formed from juice concentrate 230 and yogurt 228. The juice-flavored ice smoothie 216 may be formed from juice concentrate 230, water 220, milk 226, and ice 224. The juice-flavored yogurt smoothie 218 may be formed from juice concentrate 230, water 220, milk 226, and yogurt 228. Other additive components 148 such as vitamins 236 and natural flavors 238 may be incorporated as identified in FIG. 2 or in any other manner, depending on the embodiment. Also, the juice concentrate 230 may be a combination of multiple different juice concentrates. Further, the products 110 listed in FIG. 2 may include components other than those listed in FIG. 2 or may omit components listed in FIG. 2.

FIG. 3 is a schematic view of an embodiment of the system 100 for selecting and dispensing products 110, illustrating the system 100 incorporated into a housing 302. The housing 302 includes an exterior 304 and an interior 306 (indicated by the dashed line). As shown, the input/output device 102 may be a user interface 308 positioned on the exterior 304 of the housing 302. The user interface 308 may include a display 310 and a number of input mechanisms 312. The display 310 may be any physical or electronic display that is configured to visually present the options to the user 108. An
example of a physical display may be a physical poster mounted on the housing 302, while an example of an electronic display may be a monitor. The input mechanisms 312 may be any devices that are configured to receive the selections of the user 108. Examples of input mechanisms 312 include dials 314, sliders 316, switches 318, and buttons 320, among others. Some input mechanisms 312 may be physical devices adapted to be physically actuated by the user 108, while other input mechanisms 312 may be virtual devices adapted to be virtually controlled on a touch screen. Example user interfaces are described below with reference to FIGS. 4-8. Further, other types of user interfaces 308 or other input/output devices 102 may be employed depending on the embodiment.

[0037] The user interface 308 may be operationally related to the processing unit 104, which may be positioned on the interior 306 of the housing 302, as shown. In turn, the processing unit 104 may be operationally related to the dispenser 306. The dispenser 106 may be at least partially positioned on the interior 306 of the housing 302, More specifically, the dispenser 106 may include the flavoring components 144, the diluent components 146, and the additive components 148.

[0038] The flavoring components 144 and diluent components 146 are described as discrete components for the sake of clarity. In some cases, these components 144, 146 may be housed separately within the dispenser 106, while in other cases, one or more of these components 144, 146 may be created by the dispenser 106. For example, the dispenser 106 may be adapted to create the diluent component 146 of carbonated water by carbonating water from a still water source using a carbonator. As another example, the dispenser 106 may be adapted to create the diluent component 146 of dairy or soy milk from a still water source and a concentrated dairy or soy milk ingredient.

[0039] In cases in which the flavoring components 144 are juice concentrates, the dispenser 106 may be adapted to create a number of different flavored juice concentrates from one universal juice base 342. The universal juice base 342 may be a juice concentrate having a relatively low-level of flavor. For example, the universal juice base 342 may be a white grape juice concentrate or a pear juice concentrate, each of which may have a relatively generic or unidentifiable flavor. The universal juice base 342 also may be a juice concentrate that has had the essence of its flavor extracted, such as an apple juice concentrate from which the apple essence has been extracted. The universal juice base 342 may be formed by combining a universal juice concentrate with
water. To form a specifically flavored juice concentrate, a relatively large amount of the universal juice base 342 may be combined with a relative small amount of the highly concentrated flavoring agent 344, such as an orange, apple, grape, cranberry, pineapple, or guava flavoring agent, among others. For example, each eight ounce volume of juice concentrate created by the dispenser 106 may include about 7.9 ounces of universal juice base 342 and about 0.1 ounces of highly concentrated flavoring agent 344. The 7.9 ounces of universal juice base 342 may include a 5:1 mixture of water and universal juice concentrate.

Such a dispenser 106 may have a relatively small footprint, as the dispenser 106 may not separately store each flavored juice concentrate that is employed by the dispenser 106. Alternatively, the dispenser 106 may separately house some flavored juice concentrates 340 and may create other flavored juice concentrates from the universal juice base 342. Whether the flavored juice concentrate is separately stored, such as flavored juice concentrate 340, or is formed from the universal juice base 342 may be determined at least in part by the size of the dispenser 106, the size of the space in which the dispenser 106 must fit, the anticipated need for the flavored juice concentrate in comparison with other flavored juice concentrates, and the desired quality of the flavored juice concentrate. Some flavored juice concentrates may be employed relatively more frequently by the dispenser 106, and therefore storing those flavored juice concentrates separately may not have a substantial impact on the size of the dispenser 106. For example, apple juice concentrate may be stored separately in the dispenser 106 while guava juice concentrate may be formed by the dispenser 106, as apple juice concentrate may be employed relatively more frequently than guava juice concentrate. As another example, orange juice concentrate may be stored separately in the dispenser 106, as orange juice concentrate formed from a universal juice base 342 may have a markedly different flavor than the flavor expected by the user 108. In view of the above disclosure, a range of configurations will be within the province of a person of skill.

The dispenser may be adapted to produce the product 110 in accordance with the dispensing instructions 142. With reference back to FIG. 1, the logic 140 may be configured to determine dispensing instructions 142 based at least in part on the selections of the user 108. The dispensing instructions 142 may indicate the type and amount of the flavoring components 144, diluent components 146, and additive
components 148 to be incorporated into the product 110. For example, in response to one flavor selection 114, the logic 140 may include a separate juice concentrate 340 in the dispensing instructions 142, while in response to another flavor selection 114, the logic 140 may include the universal juice base 342 and one or more of the flavoring agents 344 in the dispensing instructions 142. In some embodiments, the dispensing instructions 142 may directly correspond to the selections of the user 108. Alternatively, the logic 140 may determine that additional components, fewer components, or alternative ratios of components are desirable, based on the selections of the user 108. For example, the logic 140 may determine that an additive component 148 may improve the product 110 configured by the user 108. Therefore, the logic 140 may include the additive component 148 in the dispensing instructions 142. Alternatively, the logic 140 may limit or prevent certain combinations as such combinations may yield a product 110 having an undesirable taste, color, or smell, among others, in such cases, the logic 140 may determine alternative dispensing instructions 142 based on the selections of the user 108.

[0042] The logic 140 may be configured to determine a volume of each component in the dispensing instructions 142, such that the volumes of the dispensed components add up to the total target volume of the product 110. More specifically, the logic 140 may be configured to vary the volume of the flavoring component 144 depending on the characteristics of the flavoring component 144 or a selected size of the product 110. Some flavoring components 144 may be relatively more concentrated, and therefore the logic 140 may be configured to ensure relatively smaller volumes of those flavoring components 144 are dispensed. However, other configurations are possible. The logic 140 also may be configured to determine the volume of the diluent component or components 146. The logic 140 may allocate the remaining volume of the product 110 among the one or more diluent components 146 according to the diluent intensity selections 124. The diluent intensity selections 124 may indicate a ratio of the one or more diluent components 146 to each other. The logic 140 may employ the diluent intensity selections 124 in combination with the volume of the flavoring component(s) 144 and the volume of the product 110 to determine a volume of each of the one or more diluent components 146.

[0043] For example, a diluent selection 122 of water and a diluent intensity selection 124 of 100% may indicate water accounts for 100% of the diluent volume of
the product 110. Therefore, if the total volume of the product 110 is twelve-ounces and
the volume of the flavoring component 144 is four-ounces, the logic 140 may determine
an eight-ounce volume of water is appropriate. In such a case, the ratio of water to the
other diluent components 146 may be 100%, and the ratio of the other diluent
components 146 may be 0%. As another example, diluent intensity selections 124 of
10% water and 90% milk may indicate the product 110 includes a ratio of one part water
for every nine parts of milk. Therefore, if the total volume of the product 110 is twelve-
ounces and the volume of the flavoring component(s) 142 is two-ounces, the logic 140
may determine a one-ounce volume of water and a nine-ounce volume of milk are
appropriate. However, a person of skill would understand that logic 140 having other
configurations may be employed in accordance with the principles of the present
disclosure.

In accordance with the dispensing instructions 142, the dispenser 106 may
produce the product 110. The dispenser 106 may comprise a mixing nozzle 322 in
fluidic communication with the flavoring components 144, the diluent components 146,
and the additive components 148. The mixing nozzle 322 may be adapted to combine
the components to produce the product 110. The mixing nozzle 322 may also be adapted
to deliver the product 110 to exterior 304 of the dispenser 106 so that the user 108 may
retrieve the product 110.

Turning now to the user interface 308, the user interface 308 may include input
mechanisms 312 that are associated with the options so as to provide the user 108 with
the desired degree of freedom in formulating the product 110. Some options may be
discrete options 324 representing discrete choices. Example discrete options 324 include
flavor options 112 and diluent options 120, among others. Each flavor option 112 may
represent one discrete flavor and each diluent option 120 may represent one discrete
diluent. Other options are incremental options 326 that incrementally vary along a
continuous range. Example incremental options 326 include flavor intensity options 116
and diluent intensity options 124, which may represent a spectrum of potential
contributions to the product 110.

The input mechanism 312 may be a binary input mechanism 328, a graduated
input mechanism 330, an incrementally adjustable input mechanism 332, or a
combination input mechanism 334, as described below. The binary input mechanism
328 may be adjusted between two discrete positions. In some cases, the binary input
mechanism 328 may be associated with any one discrete option 324. In such cases, the binary input mechanism 328 may be engaged to select or de-select the one discrete option 324 independent of the other discrete options 324. One binary input mechanism 328 may be a button 320. The button 320 may be pressed to select or de-select the discrete option 324 associated with the button 320. Another binary input mechanism 328 may be a switch 318. The switch 318 may be flipped to select or de-select the discrete option 324 associated with the switch 318. For example, each additive option 128 may be independently selected by flipping the switches 318 in FIG. 3. In some cases, the user interface 308 may allow the user 108 to engage a number of binary input mechanisms 328 so that the user 108 may incorporate a combination of discrete options 324 into the product 110. For example, a number of diluent options 120 have been selected in FIG. 3 by pressing the corresponding buttons 320. In other cases, the user interface 308 may limit the number or combination of binary input mechanisms 312 that may be engaged. Such a limitation may control the number or combination of options that may be incorporated into the product 110.

The graduated input mechanism 330 may be adjusted among a number of discrete positions 336. In some cases, the graduated input mechanism 330 may be associated with a number of discrete options 324, each discrete option 324 being associated with one of the discrete positions 336. In such cases, the graduated input mechanism 330 may be adjusted among the discrete positions 336 to select any one of the discrete options 324. One graduated input mechanism 330 may be a dial 314. The dial 314 may have a number of discrete options 324 located at a number of discrete positions 336 about the dial 314. The user 108 may select at most one of the discrete options 324 by turning the dial 314 to the appropriate discrete position 336. Another graduated input mechanism 330 may be a slider 316. The slider 316 may have a number of discrete options 324 located at a number of discrete positions 336 along the slider 316. The user 108 may select at most one of the discrete options 324 by sliding the slider 316 to the appropriate discrete position 336. The graduated input mechanism 330 may limit the number or combination of discrete options 324 that the user 108 may select, as the user 108 may adjust the graduated input mechanism 330 to at most one discrete position 336 at a given time. An example is shown in FIG. 3. A number of flavor options 112 are associated with the dial 314, and the user 108 may select one flavor option 112 by turning the dial 314 to the corresponding discrete position 336.
The incrementally adjustable input mechanism 332 may be continuously adjusted along a continuous range 338. The continuous range 338 may correspond to a continuous set of incremental options 326. A minimum end of the continuous range 338 may correspond to a minimum incremental option 326, while a maximum end of the continuous range 338 may correspond to a maximum incremental option 326. Between the minimum end and the maximum end of the continuous range 338, the incremental options 326 may gradually increase from the minimum to the maximum, each incremental option 326 incrementally varying from the next adjacent incremental option 326. An example incrementally adjustable input mechanism 332 may be a dial 314 or a slider 316. The incremental options 326 may be indicated by a continuous range 338 positioned about the dial 314 or along the slider 316. The user 108 may select one incremental option 326 on the continuous range 338 by adjusting the dial 314 or slider 316 to one position.

In some embodiments, a number of incrementally adjustable input mechanisms 332 may be related to each other, so that adjusting one incrementally adjustable input mechanism 332 automatically adjusts the other related incrementally adjustable input mechanisms 332. More specifically, when the user 108 increases one incrementally adjustable input mechanism 332, the related incrementally adjustable input mechanisms 332 may be automatically decreased. An example is shown in FIG. 3. Each diluent option 120 is associated with a slider 316. The slider 316 indicates a continuous range 338 of diluent intensity options 124. The user 108 may adjust the slider 316 to select the contribution of the diluent to the product 110. The minimum end of the continuous range 338 indicates a minimum contribution of the diluent to the product 110, while the maximum end of the continuous range 338 indicates a maximum contribution of the diluent to the product 110. So that the relative contributions of all of the selected diluents add up to 100%, the sliders 316 may be operationally related to each other. The user 108 may adjust one or more of the sliders 316, and in response one or more related sliders 316 may be automatically adjusted. For example, the user interface 308 may adjust the other related sliders 316 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 3. Thus, when the user 108 slides the slider 316 associated with milk, the user interface 308 may automatically adjust the sliders 316 associated with water and yogurt, so that the contributions of the selected diluents add up to 100%.
FIG. 4 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a user interface 308, in which pre-defined combinations 402 of options to the user 108. The pre-defined combination 402 of options may suggest specific groups of options and may allow the user 108 to simultaneously select each option in the group. In some cases, the pre-defined combination 402 of options may be associated with a discrete position 336 on the graduated input mechanism 330, so that moving the graduated input mechanism 330 to the discrete position 336 simultaneously selects each option in the pre-defined combination 402. Alternatively, the pre-defined combination 402 of options may be associated with the binary input mechanism 328 so that engaging the binary input mechanism 328 simultaneously selects each option in the pre-defined combination 402.

Thus, the user interface 308 may allow the user 108 to combine some groups of options while preventing the user 108 from combining other groups. For example, the dial 314 in FIG. 4 has either one diluent option 120 or a pre-defined combination of diluent options 120 at each discrete position 336 on the dial 314. Thus, the user 108 may turn the dial 314 to the appropriate discrete position 336 to make the diluent selection(s). Such pre-defined combinations 402 of options give the user 108 a degree of freedom while preventing the user 108 from making undesirable choices. For example, the user 108 may be able to combine both milk and yogurt, as such a combination may form a desirable product 110 comparable to a smoothie. However, the user 108 may be prevented from simultaneously selecting both water and yogurt, because such a combination may yield runny yogurt having an undesirable taste and appearance. The user 108 also may be prevented from simultaneously selecting both carbonated water and milk, because such a combination may result in undesirable foaming.

FIG. 5 is a schematic view of another embodiment of a user interface 308. The user interface 308 presents diluent options 120 that may enable the user 108 to envision the product 110 to be formed by the dispenser 108. More specifically, the diluent options 120 may indicate the product 110 to be formed from the selected diluents and a flavoring 144 component that is a juice concentrate. Each diluent option 120 may indicate one diluent or a pre-defined combination 402 of diluents, although the diluent option 120 may or may not expressively indicate the diluent or diluents to the user 108. For example, the diluent options 120 associated with the discrete positions 336 on the slider 316 in FIG. 5 are juice, juice milk, milk, smoothie, and yogurt. Selecting the diluent option 120 of juice may be equivalent to selecting the diluent option 120 of...
water, as the dispenser 106 is adapted to form juice from water and juice concentrate. Selecting the diluent option 120 of juice enhanced milk may be equivalent to selecting the diluent options 120 of water and milk, as the dispenser 106 is adapted to form juice enhanced milk from water, milk and juice concentrate. Selecting the diluent option 120 of juice milk may be equivalent to selecting the diluent option 120 of milk, as the dispenser 106 is adapted to form juice milk from milk and juice concentrate. Selecting the diluent option 120 of smoothie is equivalent to selecting the diluent options 120 of milk and yogurt, as the dispenser 106 is adapted to form a smoothie from milk, yogurt, and juice concentrate.

[0053] FIG. 6 is a schematic view of another embodiment of a user interface 308. The user interface 308 includes a combination input mechanism 334. The combination input mechanism 334 may include features of both the graduated and the incrementally adjustable input mechanisms. More specifically, a number of discrete options 324 may be associated with the combination input mechanism 334 at a number of discrete positions 336 along a continuous range of positions 338. The combination input mechanism 334 may be adjusted to select one of the discrete options 324 at one of the discrete positions 336. Further, an area 602 between two adjacent discrete positions 336 may correspond to a pre-defined combination 402 of the two adjacent discrete options 324. The combination input mechanism 334 may be adjusted into the area 602 to simultaneously select both discrete options 324 in the pre-defined combination 402.

[0054] One example of a combination input mechanism 334 is the dial 314 shown in FIG. 6. The dial 314 may be adjusted to one of four discrete positions 336 to select one of four flavor options 112: orange, pineapple, apple and cranberry. The dial 314 also may be adjusted to one of the areas 602 between two adjacent discrete positions 336 to select one of four pre-defined combinations 402 of flavor options 112: orange and pineapple, orange and cranberry, apple and pineapple, or apple and cranberry. Another example of a combination input mechanism 334 is the slider 316 shown in FIG. 6. The slider 316 may be adjusted among three discrete positions 336 to select one of three diluent options 120: water, milk, and yogurt. Further, the slider 316 may be adjusted to the area 602 between any two adjacent discrete positions 336 to select one of two pre-defined combinations 402 of diluent options 120: water and milk or milk and yogurt.

[0055] In some embodiments, the combination input mechanism 334 may also be adapted for selecting the incremental options 326. Such a combination input
mechanism 334 may enable simultaneously selecting one or more discrete options 324, such as the flavors or diluents to be incorporated into the product 110, along with the corresponding incremental options 326, such as the intensity options that indicate the relative contributions of the selected flavors or diluents to the product 110. In FIG. 6, for example, the dial 314 is adapted for selecting flavor options 112. Therefore, the dial 314 may also be adapted for selecting flavor intensity selections 118 from among a continuous range 338 of flavor intensity options 116. Likewise, the slider 316 may be adapted for selecting diluent options 120. Therefore, the slider 316 also may be adapted for selecting diluent intensity selections 126 from among a continuous range 338 of diluent intensity options 124. One discrete position 336 may represent a maximum of one discrete option 324, and the next adjacent discrete position 336 may represent a minimum of the discrete options 324. The area 602 between the two discrete positions 336 may represent a continuous range 338 of intensity options, gradually decreasing from a maximum intensity to the minimum intensity.

Examples are shown in FIG. 6. The dial 314 includes four discrete positions 336 and four areas 602. Each discrete position 336 corresponds to one flavor option 112 and each area 602 corresponds to the pre-defined combination 402 of two adjacent flavor options 112. Each area 602 may also indicate the flavor intensity options 116 of the adjacent flavors. The flavor intensity options 116 may be inversely related so that as one flavor intensity option 116 increases, the other flavor intensity option 116 necessarily decreases. At any point in the area 602 the two flavor intensity options 116 correspond to 100% of the flavoring components 144 of the product 110. For example, the user 108 may indicate the flavor selections 114 of apple and pineapple by adjusting the dial 314 to a location 337 between the two discrete positions 336 associated with the flavor options 112 of apple and pineapple. The user 108 also may indicate the flavor intensity selection 118 of 50% apple by adjusting the dial 314 to a location 337 that, when measured from the discrete position 336 associated with the flavor option 112 of apple, is about 50% of the distance between the two discrete positions 336. The user 108 also may indicate the flavor intensity selection 118 of 50% pineapple by adjusting the dial 314 to a location 337 that, when measured from the discrete position 336 associated with the flavor option 112 of pineapple, is about 50% of the distance between the two discrete positions 336.
Similarly, the slider 316 includes three discrete positions 336 and two areas 602. Each discrete position 336 corresponds to one diluent option 120 and each area 602 corresponds to the pre-defined combination 402 of two adjacent diluent options 120. Each area 602 may also indicate the diluent intensity options 124 of the adjacent diluents. Thus, the user 108 may adjust the slider 316 to simultaneously register diluent selections 122 and diluent intensity selections 126. For example, the user 108 may indicate the diluent selections 122 of water and milk by adjusting the slider 316 to a location 337 between the discrete positions 336 associated with the diluent options 120 of water and milk. The slider 316 may be adjusted to a location 337 that, when measured from discrete position 336 associated with water, is about 25% of the distance between the discrete positions 336. Such a location 337 may indicate the diluent intensity selection 126 of 25% water. The location 337 also may be about 75% of the distance between the discrete positions 336, when measured from the discrete position 336 associated with milk. Thus, such a location 337 may indicate the diluent intensity selection of 75% milk.

It should be noted that the above embodiments of the user interface 308 are described by way of example, and that any combination of the above embodiments is possible. Further, it should be emphasized that the input mechanisms 312 described above may be implemented using a touch screen, in which case the input mechanism 312 may be virtual. By limiting the user 108 to certain options or pre-defined combination of options, the user interface 308 may provide the user 108 with a degree of freedom in formulating the product 108, while preventing the user 108 from making undesirable choices. Such a user interface 103 may enable the user 108 to configure products 110 that are not pre-packaged and readily available in the marketplace, and yet still have a desirable taste and consistency.

FIG. 7 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a user interface 308 that presents a continuum 702 of options to the user 108. The continuum 702 may be a two-dimensional graph that visually presents the diluent options 120 and the diluent intensity options 124 to the user 108. Such a continuum 702 may aid the user 108 in envisioning the product 110 to be dispensed by the dispenser 106. Further, such a continuum 702 may limit the consumer to certain options or pre-defined combinations of options, ensuring the user 108 selects a product 108 having a desirable taste and consistency.
As shown in FIG. 7, the continuum 702 may include a horizontal axis 704 and a vertical axis 706. The horizontal axis 704 may indicate the diluent options 120. More specifically, each discrete position 336 on the horizontal axis 704 may indicate one diluent option 120, and the area 602 between two adjacent discrete positions 336 may indicate a pre-defined combination 402 of two adjacent diluent options 120. Additionally, each diluent option 120 may be associated with a diluent intensity line 708. The diluent intensity line 708 may extend from the discrete position 336 associated with the diluent option 120 to the next adjacent discrete position 336. The diluent intensity line 708 may have a vertical amplitude that may visually represent the diluent intensity options 124 of the diluent option 120. In the illustrated embodiment, each diluent intensity line 708 may linearly decrease from a vertical maximum at the discrete position 336 to a vertical minimum at the next adjacent discrete position 336. Similarly, the diluent intensity line 708 of the next adjacent diluent may linearly increase from a vertical minimum at the discrete position 336 to a vertical maximum at the next adjacent discrete position 336. In other words, the area 602 between two discrete positions 336 may include two diluent intensity lines 708, as the area 602 corresponds to the combination of two diluent components 146. Together the two diluent intensity lines 708 may visually indicate how the two diluent components 146 combine to produce the product 110. The diluent intensity lines 708 may be inversely related and may crisscross or form an X, visually indicating that the relative amount of one diluent component 146 decreases as the relative amount of the other diluent component 146 increases. Thus, at any point on the horizontal axis 704, the contributions of the diluent components 146 to the product 110 add up to 100%. However, the continuum of options 702 may have other configurations. For example, the continuum 702 may be a pie chart, among others.

(0061) The continuum 702 may be visually presented to the user 108 in association with a combination input mechanism 334. The combination input mechanism 334 may be adjusted to select one location 337 on the horizontal axis 704. Selecting one location 337 on the horizontal axis 704 may simultaneously select each of the diluent options 120 and each of the diluent intensity options 124. More specifically, selecting the discrete position 336 on the horizontal axis 704 may select the corresponding one diluent option 120. While selecting a location 337 in the area 602 may select the corresponding combination of two diluent options 120. Additionally, selecting one
location 337 on the horizontal axis 704 may also select the corresponding diluent intensity options 124. The relative distance of the location 337 from the discrete position 336 may indicate the relative amount of the diluent component 146 associated with the discrete position 336 to be incorporated into the product 110. Thus, by selecting one point on the horizontal axis 704, the user 108 may simultaneously select one or more diluent components 146 and may indicate the relative amounts of the diluent components 146 in the composition of the product 110.

[0062] It should be noted that the continuum 702 may be visually presented on a user interface 308 that also enables the user to select one or more flavor options 112, as described above. In such embodiments, the continuum 702 may also visually present a flavor intensity line 710 to the user 108. The flavor intensity line 710 may represent a relative amount of the flavoring components 144 in the product 110. As shown, the flavor intensity line 710 may be a flat line, although other flavor intensity lines 710 are possible. Further, the flavor intensity line 710 may be omitted from the continuum 702, in which case an indication of the flavor may not be visually presented to the user 108 on the continuum 702.

[0063] In FIG. 7, the discrete positions 336 on the horizontal axis 704 correspond to the following diluent options 120: water, milk, and yogurt. The areas 602 correspond to two different pre-defined combinations 402 of diluent options 120: milk and water, and milk and yogurt. The continuum 702 may also present other diluent options 120 to the user 108, as described above. For example, the diluent options 120 presented to the user 108 may include juice, juice milk, and yogurt. The area 602 on the horizontal axis 704 between the discrete positions associated with juice and juice milk may be indicating as corresponding to juice enhanced with milk, while the area 602 on the horizontal axis 704 between the discrete positions associated with juice milk and yogurt may be indicated as corresponding to a smoothie. Thus, by selecting one location 337 on the horizontal axis 704 of the continuum 702, the user 108 may select a product 110 having diluent components 146 that comprise 100% water, any combination of water and milk, 100% milk, any combination of milk and yogurt, or 100% yogurt. When such diluent components 346 are mixed with flavoring components 144 that are juice concentrates, the continuum 702 may represent a variety of products ranging from straight juice at one end of the continuum 702 to spoonable yogurt at the other end of the continuum 702. Along the continuum 702 the products 110 may incrementally vary
from juice to juice enhanced milk, juice milk, smoothie, and eventually, straight yogurt. Each location 337 on the horizontal axis 704 of the continuum 702 may correspond to an incrementally different product 110 with incrementally different properties. For example, the product 110 may be one of the products illustrated in FIG. 2 or any incremental combination of any two of those products. By associating the continuum 702 with a combination input mechanism 334, the user 108 may select among an infinite variety of products 110 by selecting a single location 337 on the horizontal axis 704 of the continuum 702.

[0064] It should be noted that the combination input mechanism 334 is a slider 316 in the illustrated embodiments, although other configurations are possible. For example a dial 314 may be employed. The dial 314 may be coupled to a separate visual indicator that indicates the location 337 on the horizontal axis 704, such that turning the dial 314 adjusts the visual indicator along the horizontal axis 704. In some embodiments, the user 108 may be able to select additional characteristics of at least some of the options presented on the continuum 702. Examples are shown in FIG. 7. The user 108 may be able to define the diluent option 320 of milk as being either dairy milk or soy milk. The user 108 also may be able to define the diluent option 120 of yogurt as being non-fat yogurt or full-fat yogurt. The user interface 308 may include input mechanisms 312 adapted for receiving the preferences of the user 108 regarding such characteristics. For example, in FIG. 7 a number of switches 718 are employed for this purpose, although other configurations are possible. It also should be noted that the continuum 702 may represent options other than diluent options 120 and diluent intensity options 124. Further, the diluent intensity lines 708 may increase or decrease in a non-linear fashion between adjacent discrete positions 336. Additional, the horizontal axis 704 and the vertical axis 706 may have other orientations.

[0065] FIG. 8 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a user interface 308 that presents a looped continuum of options 802. The looped continuum 802 may have an end point 804 that is the same as a beginning point 806 of the continuum 802. The end point 804 and the beginning point 806 may be positioned adjacent each other to form a loop. The looped continuum 802 may seamlessly repeat after the full length of the looped continuum 802 has been traversed. Such a looped continuum 802 may be suited for visually displaying on a monitor or a touch screen, as the user 108 may continuously
scroll along the horizontal axis 704 of the looped continuum 802 without reaching an end of the looped continuum 802.

[0066] Like the continuum 702, the looped continuum 802 may have a number of diluent intensity lines 708. For example, the looped continuum 802 may be formed by placing the continuum 702 adjacent a mirror-image of the continuum 702. In such an embodiment, the continuum 702 may include two locations 337 that correspond to the same product 110. Alternatively, one or more of the diluent options 120 and diluent intensity lines 124 may be changed to correspond to a different diluent. For example, the looped continuum 802 shown in FIG. 8 includes a separate diluent intensity line 724 for diary milk and soy milk. A range of other configurations are also possible.

[0067] Thus, the user 108 may receive a product 110 configured according to his preference. For example, the product 110 may be the equivalent of a branded product or an incremental combination of a number of branded products in embodiments. However, the configuration of the user interface 308 may safeguard the user 108 from selecting a product 110 having undesirable attributes. Further, the user interface 308 may present the options to the user 108 in a relatively intuitive manner, so that the user 108 may enter a relatively larger number of selections through a relatively smaller number of interactions with the user interface 308.

A person of skill will appreciate that the description above also discloses a method 900 of selecting and dispensing products. FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of the method 900. In block 902, a number of options may be presented to the user. The options may include a number of diluent options and a number of diluent intensity options. In some embodiments, one or more pre-defined combinations of diluent options may be presented to the user. For example, a continuum of options may be presented to the user. The continuum of options may be two-dimensional graph that visually illustrates the diluent options according to relative amount in the product. The continuum of options may visually illustrate each diluent option using a diluent intensity line. The diluent intensity line may have an amplitude that represents the diluent intensity options. An end point of the continuum may be the same as a beginning point of the continuum. The continuum may be presented on a display, and the end point of the continuum may be positioned adjacent the beginning point of the continuum on the display such that the continuum of options appears endless. Other configurations are possible.
In block 904, a number of selections may be received from the user. The selections may include one or more diluent selections and one or more diluent intensity selections. In some embodiments, the diluent selections may be limited to either one of the diluent options or one of a number of pre-defined combinations of diluent options. In some embodiments, the user may enter the selections by moving an input mechanism to a location. The location may be associated with each of the one or more diluent selections and each of the one or more diluent intensity selections. In such embodiments, receiving a number of selections from the user may include receiving an indication of a location of an input mechanism. For example, the location may be a location on the continuum. The location on the continuum may simultaneously indicate each of the one or more diluent selections and each of the one or more diluent intensity selections.

In block 906, one or more diluent components may be determined. The diluent components may be determined based at least in part on the diluent selections. In block 908, relative amounts of the diluent components may be determined based at least in part on the diluent intensity selections.

In block 910, a product may be dispensed. The product may include the relative amounts of the diluent components. In some embodiments, the options presented in block 902 may further include one or more flavor options and the selections received in block 904 may further include one or more flavor selections. In such embodiments, the product dispensed in block 908 may further include one or more flavoring components. In such embodiments, the method may further include determining the flavoring components based at least in part on the flavor selections. Also in such embodiments, the flavoring components may include juice concentrates and the diluent components comprise water, milk, and yogurt.
CLAIMS

We claim:

1. A dispensing system for dispensing a number of products to a user, comprising:
   an input/output device adapted to receive a selection of one of the products from
   the user; and
   a dispenser adapted to dispense a plurality of diluent components, the diluent
   components and a ratio of the diluent components corresponding at least in part to the
   selection of the user.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein:
   the dispenser is further adapted to dispense one or more flavoring components,
   the one or more flavoring components corresponding at least in part to one or more
   flavor selections of the user.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the one or more flavoring components comprises
   juice concentrates, the dispenser being adapted to create a first juice concentrate from a
   universal juice base and a first concentrated flavoring agent, and the dispenser being
   adapted to create a second juice concentrate from the universal juice base and a second
   concentrated flavoring agent.

4. The system of claim 2, wherein:
   the diluent components comprise one or more of the following: water, milk, and
   yogurt; and
   the products comprise one or more of the following: juice, a juice-flavored milk,
   a juice-flavored smoothie, and a juice-flavored yogurt.

5. A dispensing system, comprising:
   an input/output device adapted to receive a plurality of selections, the selections
   including one or more diluent selections and one or more diluent intensity selections; and
   a dispenser adapted to dispense one or more diluent components, the one or more
   diluent components corresponding at least in part to the one or more diluent selections, a
ratio of the one or more diluent components corresponding at least in part to the one or more diluent intensity selections.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein:
   the input/output device comprises a display that visually presents one or more diluent options and one or more pre-defined combinations of diluent options; and
   the input/output device is adapted to limit the one or more diluent selections to either one of the diluent options or one of the pre-defined combinations of diluent options.

7. The system of claim 5, wherein:
   the input/output device comprises an input mechanism adapted to be adjusted along a continuous range of positions; and
   the input/output device is adapted to receive each of the diluent selections when the input mechanism is adjusted to one location on the continuous range of positions.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the continuous range of positions comprises:
   a first discrete position indicating a first diluent option;
   a second discrete position indicating a second diluent option; and
   an area between the first and second discrete positions, the area indicating a combination of the first and second diluent options.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein:
   the first and second discrete positions are separated by a total distance; and
   the input/output device is further adapted to receive the diluent intensity selections when the input mechanism is adjusted to the location on the continuous range of positions, the location being a first distance from the first discrete position and a second distance from the second discrete position, a relative relationship between the first distance and the total distance indicating the relative amount of the first diluent selection and a relative relationship between the second distance and the total distance indicating a relative amount of the second diluent selection.
10. The system of claim 5, wherein the input/output device comprises:
   a display that visually presents a continuum of options to the user, the continuum
   visually illustrating a plurality of diluent options and a plurality of diluent intensity
   options; and
   an input mechanism adapted to select each of the one or more diluent selections
   and each of the one or more diluent intensity selections from the continuum of options.

11. A method for preparing a product, comprising:
   presenting a plurality of options to the user, the options comprising a plurality of
   diluent options and a plurality of diluent intensity options;
   receiving a plurality of selections from the user, the selections comprising one or
   more diluent selections and one or more diluent intensity selections;
   determining one or more diluent components based at least in part on the diluent
   selections;
   determining relative amounts of the diluent components based at least in part on
   the diluent intensity selections; and
   dispensing the product that includes the relative amounts of the diluent
   components.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein presenting a plurality of options to the user
    comprises presenting one or more pre-defined combinations of diluent options to the
    user.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising limiting the one or more diluent
    selections to either one of the diluent options or one of a plurality of pre-defined
    combinations of diluent options.

14. The method of claim 11, wherein receiving a plurality of selections from the user
    comprises receiving an indication of a location of an input mechanism, the location being
    associated with each of the one or more diluent selections and each of the one or more
    diluent intensity selections.
15. The method of claim 11, wherein presenting a plurality of options to the user comprises presenting a continuum of options to the user, the continuum of options comprising a two-dimensional graph that visually illustrates the diluent options according to relative amount in the product.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the continuum of options visually illustrates each diluent option using a diluent intensity line, the diluent intensity line having an amplitude that represents the diluent intensity options.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein:
   
   an end point of the continuum is same as a beginning point of the continuum; and
   
   presenting a continuum of options to the user comprises presenting the continuum of options on a display, the end point of the continuum being positioned adjacent the beginning point of the continuum on the display such that the continuum of options appears endless.

18. The method of claim 15, wherein receiving a plurality of selections from the user comprises receiving an indication of a location on the continuum, the location on the continuum simultaneously indicating each of the one or more diluent selections and each of the one or more diluent intensity selections.

19. The method of claim 11, wherein:
   
   the options further include one or more flavor options, and
   
   the selections further include one or more flavor selections,

   the product further includes one or more flavoring components, the flavoring components being determined at least in part by the flavor selections.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein:
   
   the flavoring components comprise juice concentrates; and
   
   the diluent components comprise water, milk, and yogurt.
FIG. 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diluent Components 144</th>
<th>Flavor Components 146</th>
<th>Additive Components 148</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water 220</td>
<td>Carbonated Water 222</td>
<td>Ice 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice 202</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice Mixture 204</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice Blend 206</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparkling Juice 208</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice Milk 210</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Flavored Milk 212</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice Yogurt 214</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Juice Smoothie 216</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogurt Juice Smoothie 218</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIG. 9